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Hello Gary,

Please see the responses under your inquiries on table during question period:

What is it about Exhibition and Decorative Lighting that does not warrant a detailed analysis
of the benefits associated with the expenditure of nearly 1 million dollars of tax payer money
over the past four years?

Reply: The amount spent on tree lights since 2018 is 420k (including Bright Walk).   The
lights are in place along the waterfront, Johnston Road and Five Corners because of the
potential economic benefits in drawing visitors to those areas, but also because residents and
business operators have consistently provided feedback over the years that they appreciate the
lights and they way it enhances the environment in the evenings. The lights are a supplement
to our Park system and contribute to the overall beautification of the City, desired by Council
and the community. The lights, parks, planting beds, hanging baskets, walkways etc. are all
consistent with Council’s Strategic Priorities under the heading ”Our Community, Our
Waterfront and Our Economy.”  If Council decides to direct staff for a detailed analysis, we
would need to understand what that scope is. Beautifying a City including the addition of
lights is a good investment for all communities. Council always has the option to way in and
provide direction staff on the level of lighting investment.

Would City Council please ask City Staff to provide a report for this council in September that
provides an analysis of the impact on economic development derived by our community from
the funds spent on Exhibition and Decorative lighting since 2018?

Reply: Council is aware of the importance of decorative lighting and the value the winter light
display has on not only attracting visitors to the waterfront, but as an important economic
driver for this community, especially during the shoulder season.  Staff have received
Council’s full support to continue with light displays including the continuation of the ”Bright
Walk White Rock” as a Class A event.  All the necessary motions have been passed and
demonstrate support moving forward.   

The following motion is relevant to your question and passed by Council already:

“THAT Council consider a review analysis and recommendations on a long-term


City Council of White Rock - Question and Answer period – July 25, 2022

My question is:

What is it about Exhibition and Decorative Lighting that does not warrant a detailed analysis of the benefits associated with the expenditure of nearly 1 million dollars of tax payer money over the past four years? It is proven in communities around the world that Exhibition and Decorative lighting is a significant driver of economic development particularly in the shoulder and winter seasons when the businesses in our community so desperately need help.

According to the recently approved 5 year financial plan, an additional half a million dollars is planned to be spent and yet there is no willingness to review the impact of the funds spent to date. There is also a reticence to consider a proactive and positive community collaboration that would coordinate an impactful approach to attracting people to see our lights. Millions of dollars in potential revenue for businesses in White Rock, especially along Marine Drive, are being lost because there is no economic development vision for this initiative.

My Question:

Would City Council please ask City Staff to provide a report for this council in September that provides an analysis of the impact on economic development derived by our community from the funds spent on Exhibition and Decorative lighting since 2018? The report could review the corporate report provided in October of 2019 which initially recommended approval of the original White Rock Festival of Lights. In addition, the report could outline ways to build momentum in the coming years that will leverage the power of Exhibition and Decorative Lighting as a powerful economic development driver for our community.



coordination for decorative lighting in White Rock. “

Staff will act on the direction of this motion after defining the parameters that the next
incoming Council would like to incorporate and measure.  I will work with the new Council
later this fall to incorporate this into their priorities.  I can follow up with you to provide an
update at that time, once I have determined the scope of the analysis, as there may have
resource implications.  

Thanks,
G.

GUILLERMO FERRERO
Chief Administrative Officer, City of White Rock
15322 Buena Vista Avenue, White Rock, BC V4B 1Y6
Tel: 604.541.2133 | www.whiterockcity.ca

"An impossibility is only a possibility that you don't understand"

http://www.whiterockcity.ca/

